featuring HER & HISTORY COLLECTION BY BONNIE CHRISTINE

*interlocked*

FREE PATTERN
*interlocked*

*Designed by AGF Studio*

**Her & History**

*Fabrics designed by Bonnie Christine*

**HEH-42780**
Lio’s Orchard

**HEH-42781**
Antionette's Vintage

**HEH-42783**
Margaret's Letters

**HEH-42785**
Gloria's Back Porch

**HEH-42787**
Lila's Pressed Flowers

**HEH-42790**
Dot’s Green Thumb

**HEH-52784**
Willa’s Daydream

**HEH-52790**
Evelyn’s Green Thumb

**ADDITIONAL BLENDERS FOR THIS PROJECT**

**PE-444**
Peach Sherbet

**PE-447**
Patina Green

**PE-480**
Steel

**PE-484**
Lemon Tart

© 2020 Courtesy of Art Gallery Quilts LLC. All Rights Reserved.
FINISHED SIZE | 10” x 10”

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

Block 1
Fabric A HEH-42783 Fat 8
Fabric B HEH-42787 Fat 8
Fabric C PE-447 Fat 8

Block 2
Fabric A HEH-52784 Fat 8
Fabric B HEH-52790 Fat 8
Fabric C PE-480 Fat 8

Block 3
Fabric A HEH-42790 Fat 8
Fabric B HEH-42785 Fat 8
Fabric C PE-484 Fat 8

Block 4
Fabric A HEH-42781 Fat 8
Fabric B HEH-42780 Fat 8
Fabric C PE-444 Fat 8

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

¼” seam allowances are included. WOF means width of fabric.

- Four (4) 1¾” x 1¾” squares from fabric A.
- Two (2) 5½” x 3” rectangles from fabric A.
- Two (2) 3” x 5½” rectangles from fabric A.
- One (1) 3” x 3” square from fabric A.
- Six (6) 1¾” x 1¾” squares from fabric B.
- Two (2) 3” x 1¾” rectangles from fabric B.
- Two (2) 4¼” x 1¾” rectangle from fabric B.
- Seven (7) 1¾” x 1¾” squares from fabric C.
- Three (3) 3” x 1¾” rectangles from fabric C.
- One (1) 4¼” x 1¾” rectangles from fabric C.

CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼”seam allowance.

Block A:
- Take one (1) 3” x 3” square from fabric A, two (2) 4¼” x 1¾” rectangles from fabric B, one (1) 4¾” x 1¾” rectangle from fabric C, one (1) 3” x 1¾” rectangle from fabric C, and one (1) 1¾” x 1¾” square from fabric C.

1. Join one (1) 3” x 1¾” rectangle from fabric C to the bottom of the 3” x 3” square from fabric A.

2. Join one (1) 4¼” x 1¾” rectangle from fabric B to the left side of Block A.

3. Join one (1) 4¼” x 1¾” rectangle from fabric C to the top of Block A.

4. Join one (1) 4¼” x 1¾” rectangle from fabric B to one (1) 1¾” x 1¾” square from fabric C.

5. Join the BC rectangle to the right side of Block A.

For fabric placement and attachment follow Diagram 1.
Block D and Block E:

- Take two (2) 5½" x 3" rectangles from fabric A, and four (4) 1¾" x 1¾" squares from fabric B.

Block D:

- Take two (2) squares from fabric B and apply them to the top corners of one (1) 5½" x 3" rectangle using the corner square triangle method.

Block E:

- Take two (2) squares from fabric B and apply them to the bottom corners of one (1) 5½" x 3" rectangle using the corner square triangle method.

Block B and Block C:

- Take two (2) 3" x 5½" rectangles from fabric A, and four (4) 1¾" x 1¾" squares from fabric C.

Block B:

- Take two (2) squares from fabric C and apply them in the top and bottom right corners of one (1) 3" x 5½" rectangle using the corner square triangle method.

Block C:

- Take two (2) squares from fabric C and apply them in the top and bottom left corners of one (1) 3" x 5½" rectangle using the corner square triangle method.

Block F and Block G:

- Take two (2) 1¾" x 1¾" squares from fabrics A and B, and two (2) 3" x 1¾" rectangles from fabric C.

Block F:

- Join square from fabric B to the bottom side of the square from fabric A.

- Join rectangle from fabric C to the left side of Block F.

Block G:

- Join square from fabric B to the top side of the square from fabric A.

- Join rectangle from fabric C to the right side of Block G.
**Block H and Block I:**

- Take two (2) 1¼” x 1¼” squares from fabrics A and C, and two (2) 3” x 1¼” rectangles from fabric B.

**Block H:**

- Join square from fabric C to the right side of the square from fabric A.
- Join rectangle from fabric B in the bottom side of Block H.

**Block I:**

- Join square from fabric C to the left side of the square from fabric A.
- Join rectangle from fabric B to the top side of Block I.

**Join the blocks into rows:**

- Row 1: H - E - F
- Row 2: B - A - C
- Row 3: G - D - I

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, We are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.

Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.
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